GENERAL CONTEST RULES
Unless otherwise acknowledged, these rules apply to all promotions broadcast or operated by
Twilight Broadcasting varied only as circumstances may required. All participants must agree to
abide by these rules. The submission of an entry shall be deemed to indicate acceptance of these
rules.
























Promotions are not open to employees or members of their immediate families (including spouse, parents,
grandparents, children, brothers, sisters, aunts, uncles, and cousins of Twilight Broadcasting or its
participating sponsors; and in any event the decision of Twilight Broadcasting shall be final and legally
binding.
Our promotions are intended to simply to be fun without the intention of creating legal relations. Entry does
not create an enforceable contract.
Unless otherwise stated, no purchase or payment of any kind is required.
Entries must be received by the radio station before the closing date and/or time subject to the absolute
discretion of Twilight Broadcasting, late entries will not be considered.
Where the prize may be won by a numbered caller or participant on the station’s website or social media
page(s), the selection of the winning entrant will be at Twilight Broadcasting’s sole discretion.
Twilight Broadcasting cannot be held responsible for any difficulty in communication with the radio station
by telephone or other means.
While every care will be taken, Twilight Broadcasting cannot be held responsible for the non-delivery, delay
or loss of an entry. Proof of posting is not accepted as proof of delivery. The decision of Twilight
Broadcasting as to acceptance of an entry shall be final.
All entries become the property of Twilight Broadcasting and cannot be returned (unless otherwise stated).
Entrants agree to their name and hometown being published on the air and elsewhere. They agree to their
participation being broadcast, recorded and repeated.
Subject to Twilight Broadcasting deciding otherwise only the stated prize(s) may be won. There will not be a
cash alternative to the stated prize. Cash prizes will be paid by check payable to winning individual. Twilight
Broadcasting will not be responsible for any lost or misappropriated check.
In the event of the stated prize becoming unavailable Twilight Broadcasting will arrange the supply of an
appropriate alternative prize of similar value at Twilight Broadcasting’s discretion.
A prize will not be awarded to a person whom, for any reason, would not be allowed by law to purchase or
uses the prize where the supply to that person would be unlawful.
Age limits may apply to certain prizes. Entrants outside such limits will be disqualified. For certain event by a
parent or guardian.
Unless otherwise stated, only one winner per household per 30 days.
Twilight Broadcasting will notify the winner by broadcast, by telephone or in writing of the arrangements for
collection or delivery of the prize. Any prize not claimed and/or collected within 30 days of the first
notification shall remain the property of Twilight Broadcasting to do with as it considers fit. While Twilight
Broadcasting will use its best endeavors to ensure that prizes are received by the actual winner they shall
not be responsible for any failure to do so.
Unless otherwise stated, all prizes must be collected at the station during regular business hours, Monday
through Friday.
The decision of Twilight Broadcasting is final. No correspondence will be entered into concerning Twilight
Broadcasting’s decisions or interpretation of these rules.
Complaints about the operation (but not the judging) of any competition will be made in writing to the
General Manager.
Twilight Broadcasting reserves the right to reject claims or applications and to alter, amend or foreclose a
promotion without prior notice.
*Any taxes; Local, State or Federal due on items or cash won from Twilight Broadcasting are the sole
responsibility of the winner.

